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Dr JAMES SCOTT MARSHALL

James Scott Marshall was born in Leith in 1913. He was Dux of Leith

Academy and studied at Edinburgh University. His first position as a

minister was in Twechar in East Dunbartonshire. He returned to Leith in

1947 as minister of Kirkgate Church, where he quickly established good

relationships with the wider Leith community. In 1973 South Leith

Parish Church and Kirkgate Church reunited, after 233 years apart. Dr

Marshall became associate minister, working with the Rev. John Kellet

and the combined congregation. Dr Marshall was a colourful figure. On

Communion Sundays, he walked to church in frock-coat and top hat, a

garb common fifty years earlier but by then rare.

He was a man of tremendously wide interests, including local

politics, music and drama, which continued throughout his long life. For

many in Leith he was known for being the inspired founder of a

dramatic club in 1947 along with one of his elders. Together they wrote,

directed and played in so many productions over 64 years. The club is

still going successfully and strong.

History and studying were important to Dr Marshall. He completed

his doctorate on the history of Leith and wrote histories of South Leith

and Kirkgate Church, The Church in the Midst and The Story of North

Leith Church. After retiring to St Andrews he continued the theme by

writing the history of his church there.

He was a loyal supporter of the Scottish Church History Society for

many years, serving first as treasurer and later as president from 1980 to

1983. His presidential address, given at the end of his period in office,

was entitled “The South Leith Case” and describes the libel charge

against that Church’s minister in 1855. This was published in Volume
21 of the Society’s Records. An earlier paper, given in session 1973-74,

was entitled “Irregular Marriage in Scotland as reflected in Kirk Session
Records (published in Vol. XVlil).These give some indication of the

breadth of Dr Marshall’s interests, but all concerning his beloved Leith.
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During the last years, as he became frailer and in need of more care,

he moved into a nursing home near Freuchie, closer to his daughter

Morag. His son Donald still lives in Eskbank. Sadly his wife Mary, for

so long a devoted companion, is also in a nursing home in Fife. Dr

Marshall died peacefully on 8 January 2010, aged 96. Seventeen

representatives from South Leith were present at his funeral on Friday

22 January. Our thoughts and prayers are with his family.
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